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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
Nation Reacts To King Slur
By FAITH CHRISTMAS
ATLANTA — United States Sen. George McGov-
ern D-S. D. severely criticized at week's end reported
wiretapped surveillance of the late Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. ,by the FBI and charged that during the'
FBI's reported close scrutiny of -an apostle of peace
and justice," criminal mobsters were allowed to "run
rampant across the land.''
Addressing 1,500 delegates attending a banquet
held during the 13th annual convention of the South=
ern Christian Leadership Conference here, McGovern
labelod a published account of the alleged King wire-
tapped incident "character assassination reaching in-
to the grave."
He .charged that national leaders, under the
guise of protective security measures are actually mo-
ated by a "deepening insecurity, a legal perver-
sion and a kind of official lawlessness that compels
them to become obsessed with social crusaders and
campus radicals rather than to deal with the Mafia
A Tune magazine article had cited an alleged
conversation between Dr. King and FBI Director J.
Edgar Hoover, in N\ hich Hoover reportedly eonfronted
King with information about his alleged extra-mari-
tal affairs, causing King to tone down criticism of
the FBI.
The Democratic legislator also tamed a blistering
attack on the Nixon administration for "getting its
national priorities upside down' and ignoring the mil-
lion of poor and hungry persons."
He urged SCLC to "stay on the case and continue
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to fight against the injustices wrought by a sick but
redeemable society."
McGovern and Dick Gregory were the banquet's
scheduled speakers, but Gregory didn't show up. The
audience didn't seem to notice his absence, however,
because of the surprise appearance of Muhammad
Ali, former heavyweight boxing champion, who gave
a brief but provocative speech tinged with humor and
refreshing candor.
('iting double standards he said are imposed upon
blacks and whites, Ali named several white movie
actors and sports figures he charged have been grant-
ed immunity from the draft "which nobody questions."
"Here you also get people burning their draft






Edward Braxton, 23, IMO Yates 53, of 1010 N. Third
Strandridge was found dead of Gunshot wounds were found in
gunshot wounds at 5:40 a. m. the victirn's chest. No charges
Saturday morning in front ol had been made early Monday
1368 Tunica. e‘ ening.
Don Thornton, 21, of 2523
Larose who gave himself up
at Central Police station. He
was charged with first degree
murder but the charge was dis-
missed.
Funeral services for Mr.
Braxton will be held at R. .S.
Lewis Funeral Home.
During the weekend other
shootings and violence occurred
throughout the city.
Chief Insp. Jack Wallace said
Elisah Butler, 64 was found
about 11 p. m. Friday by offi-
cers on the street in front of
his apartment at 2247 Clarks-
dale where he lived alone. It
was reported that death was
apparenly caused by gunshot
wounds.
Officers J. L. Shotwell and
J. .S. Smith said Mr. Butler
had a pistol in his hand with
one shot fired.




For the past three weeks the
National Association of Black
Communication Specialist has
presented what they call A
Stone Soul Picnic and Music
Festival at Barbee Ranch 5107
Horn Lake Road, as every
other Sunday.
The Soul Picnic and Festival
could almost be called a one
day Rock Festival. The Stone
Soul Picnickers bring their food
and refreshments are sold on
the premises. Those who take
part in the festival dance
listen to rock soul and psycho-
deltic bands. Last Sunday's
Stone Soul Picnic proved to be
Marvin Suddeth on Bass
Tommy Smity Lead; Steve
Potts, Drums; Chris Owens,
Organ; Robert Lee Tenor-Sax:
The Soulful Seven with Rondal
Deadrick, Larry Tilbord,
Alfred Murphy, Willie Earl
Peete, Myson Nicholson. Jerod
Minnies, Timothy Dancy and
Reginal R e binson. Another
Band that has really been
turning them on at the Stone
Soul Picnic and Festival are
the Cinders with Archie Love
Gregory Satin, Michael Glover,
Roderick Sanlin and Myron
Wadley. The Duckes of Souls
also made a good showing at
the Festival with Aubrey Wash-
burn, Wilburn Dorris Jr..
Daniel Boga, Eddie Smith and
Charles Washb urn, Mrg.
Others bands appearing were
the Rivers, Desikies, Resits-
tics, Cold Heat, Newcomers
and Heatwaves. Also present
was Less Anderson of WDIA.
Hosting the stage show were
Harry Windfield and Charlie
Chander. Some present at the
Festival were The Drop Outs
Unlimited an organization
formed to help high school
drop outs headed by Miss Jerry
Meade. Some members who
were present were Susan Wens,
Flora King, Doris Coairette
Ronald Hawkins, Jessie Mat-
hewis, Ida King Freddy Wil-
wiams. Robert Dorsey,
Lee Andrew Young, Margret
Smith. and (larce Reynolds.
The Volkswagen Cub also
roarded in lead tei its presi-
dent Willie Carter.
It is believed there was a
shoot-out between the two men.
J. 0. Patterson Funeral Home
has charged.
James Honson, 18, of 1296
Englewood has been charged'
with assault to murder in the
shotgun wounding of Robert
G. Lake, 19. of 1016 East Trigg.
The incident occurred about
midnight Friday.
According to witnesses Mr.
Lake and Mr. Hopson had earli-
er been involved in an argu-
ment. Mr. Lake is in critical
condition at John Gaston Hospi-
tal.
In an incident involving two
women, Shirley Ann Pegues,
21 of 1781 Castalia was shot
with a 22-caliber bullet. She
received four bullet wounds in
her neck and shoulders. It is
reported that she and Mrs.
Pearl Savage, 28, of 1893 Kelt-
ner had been arguing. Mrs.
Savage was arrested but charg-
es had not been placed Sunday
night.
Eddie Green, 26, 1644 Hanau-
er has been charged with as-
sault to murder in the machete
cutting of Police Patrolman
J. A. Kemp.
The incident occurred Friday
night when the officer and oth-
er police were called to the
Green resident to settle a dis-
turbance between Mr. Green




The National Association of
Colored Women's Clubs Inc.,
held Diamond Jubilee Cele-
bration recently in Atlantic
City, New Jersey. July 25th
through Aug 1, in the Claridge
Hotel. For seventy-five years
the National Association of
Colored Wemen's Clubs has
housed the finest traditions
of our American Heritage and
advanced the progress andl
well being of our society. The
convention was honored by
having the following Honorees:
Senator Henry Bellmon; Mrs.
Elly Peterson, Elizabeth D.
Koortz, Mrs. Julia C. Fitz-
patrick, Dr. Christopher D.
Amonda. Dr. Willa Strong Col.
Lucille Dion. Edwin Sexton
Grace Lee Stevens. Marcia
Ellington, Mrs. Gladys Tay-
lot',, Mrs. Aucetralia Roberts.
The Convention Theme was
Leadership in action today's
Women and Youth.
. The Art and Craft Dept.
were rated as the largest
ever witnessed in any pre-
vious Convention. Exhibit came
from every state in America
including Alaska and I h e Ha-
waiian Islands Friends f r o in
Africa (Ghana brought articles
that were also put on display.
The S o utheastern exhibit
was fortunate in capturing the
Special National' Art and
Crafts Awards trophy for the
third time. Tennessee and
Virginia were 2nd of the se-
veral states that won the tiff-
ple prize for highly specializ-
ed work in the National #on-
vention.
'The South's Independent Weekly" _
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When Mr. and Mrs. David Bramlett return-
ed to Memphis from Mobile Alabama, thes
were surprised Els the Mallory Knights
Charitable Organization, who gave them an
informal welcome, at t h e Arehade Restau-
rant on Main and Calhoun Friday nigh t.
Mr. Bramlett was the first president of the
MKCO, shown above during t h e presenta-
tion of a certificate being presented to him
by h i s successor Rev. D. E. Herring Jr.,
President of MKCO, showing their appre-
ciation. Mr. and Mrs. Bramlett are now liv•
ing in Memphis. One member said. "it was a
tremendous ocadsleo to have had the ,4.-
portunity to get together again. We t b e
Board of Directors welcome him b a c k."
Shown in picture from left to right: Mr.
Harry L. Strong, Rev. D. E. Herring Jr.
making presentation to Mr. Bramlett, while
Mrs. Bramlett looks on.
Rights Worker
Is Slain In Miss.
WEST POINT, Miss. — A
West Point, Miss. civil rights
worker was shot to death Sat-
urday outside Southern Grocery
on East Main (Highway 50)
while waiting for his wife.
The victim, John Thomas,
Jr., 38-year-old West Point
resident was reported to have
taken his wife to purchase
groceries • at the store, and
while waiting for her to return
he was approached by Seth P.
"Sonny" Stanley and shot.
According to sources there
was apparently no argument
between the victim and Mr.
Stanley since the incident oc-
curred immediately after Mrs.
Thomas had gone into the store.
Mr. Thomas, a bus driver n
the maintenance department
of the Clay County Community
Development Center, was driv-
ing a Dodge van used in ad-
vertising the campaign of John
Buffington. Mr. Buffington Is
the black activist candidate for
mayor of West Point and Di-
rector of the Center.
According to Mr. Buffington,
Mr. Thomas was sitting on the
opposite side of the driver's
seat when he was shot. He
climbed out of the window and
fell to the ground and was shot
four more times.
The killer did not try to es-
cape. He was arrested, but
has not been charged.
Mrs. Thomas nor any of the
center's workers knew of any
relationship between the slain
worker or any reason why the
killing occurred. It was as-
sumed that perhaps the van
with its advertisement of Mr.
Buffington's c a ndidacy for
mayor prompted the incident.
Clay County Police Depart-
ment refused to reveal any
information.
The Council of Community
Organization has called an
economic boycott of the city
until the "Police Department
makes it public that the killer
will be tried and convicted of
murder."
Mr. Buffington stated that it
is "hoped that the Chamber of
Commerce will use its influ-
ence to pressure the police to
issue such a statement."
He reports that the first day
of the boycott (Monday) was
Isaac Hayes, a performer always reaching
for new hori-pons reached a new peak in his
ever-expanding career when he shared hill
lag with Pianist Lorin Hollander and t h e
L o s Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra in a





Charge Welfare Rights Worker Twice
Appeal Double
Jeopardy Case
a success. Monday is one of the
city's heaviest shopping days
and no blacks were down town.
Mr. Thomas worked with the
Clay County Freedom Demo-
cratic Organization since 1964.
The organization later became
the Clay County Community
Development Center. It is not
a Federal funded program.
but is supported by the United
Presbyterian Board of Missions
He was also one of the five
persons charged with conspira-
cy in connection with the Jan.
28 bombing of the Clay County
Courthouse. Mr. Buffington was
also among those charged with
the incident.
After a federal hearing July
7 an order was handed down
to stop prosecution of the five.
The case has been turned over
to the Fifth Circuit Court of
New Orleans.
Besides his wife, Mr. Thom-
as leaves 10 children ranging in
age from 10 months to 21
years.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday, Aug. 23 at the Mt. Zion
Baptist Church in Wect
growing popularitt, as a performer certain.
Is added to that bread appeal as the con-
cert drew more than 12,01(1 fans, twice as
many patrons as were expected. It was one
of the hest attended Tuesday concerts of
the season.
South and after I emildn't get
interviewed, I called Mrs. Mil-
ler and reported the problem
which the welfare recipients
face — long lines and not
commissioner, because her of-
fice could not do anything
about ll.
"On Wednesday I called the
local Food Stamp Office and
enough staff to accomodate asked for a meeting with the
the people," said Miss Ellis director of the Welfare Depart-
"It was a shame the w a y ment, George Latham, his as-
people were turned around. sistant Mr. Roberts, and Mrs.
The staff can only handle 50 Miller. I was called later and
or 60 people each time and the was told that Mr. Roberts and
others are turned away by 91 Mrs. Miller would be at MAP
Sometimes the recordstSouth. If I wanted to see them
are misplaced and food stamp
recipients have to come back.
Many people have to wait all
day because the workers have
to verify a lot of unnecessary
facts. These and other things
create problems when people
have families that have to be
By DEBRIS DENNIE
Miss Willie Pearl Ellis, pres-
ident of the local Welfare
Rights Organization, has been
charged by both City and State
with assault and battery.
Miss Ellis surrendered last
Thursday morning to authori-
ties with her lawyer, Brett
Stein, after a warrant was is-
sued for her arrest. The war-
rant stemmed from an incident
at the Food Stamp Office. 878
Mississippi where she was re-
ported to have assaulted Mrs.
Eunice Miller, supervisor of
the program.
According to Miss Ellis, she
had been trying to get inter-
viewed for food stamps since
August 7. 'She is one of the Roberts and Mrs. Miller.
many welfare recipients who cared for." The party with Miss Ellis,
tare to be interviewed every Miss Ellis stated that when whose name has not been re-
three months before food she related all of the informs- vealed, was able to talk to
stamps can be reissued. ,tion to Mrs. Smith, she was told Mrs. Milkr but not about the
"On Tuesday I went to MAP!that she should report it to the' purpose which Miss Ellis pre-
viously had in mind. The par-
ty's welfare check had beenr Robin son held up through process of
To New Position
Omar R. Robinson Jr. who
was on leave this past ,year
from the Memphis School Sys-
tem to serve as Assistant Pro-
fessor of Music at Langston
University, Langston, Okla.
has resigned as a teacher in
the school system to assume
duties as Director of Choral
Activities at the University.
While at Langston this past
year. Mr. Robinson organized
the Male Glee Club, Madrigal
Singers, reactivated the Mem-
phis Club (an organization
made up of students from Mem-
phis) reactivated Beta Epsilon
Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. He also be-
came a chartered member of
the Jaycees, Alpha Phi Omega
Fraternity (service fraternity)
Toastmasters Club and Phi Mu
Alpha Music Fraternity.
The Concert Choir which Rob-
inson directed gave a Concert
I could g3 there. This is what
I ilid."
Miss Ellis said she and ano-
ther welfare recipient went to
the Mississippi blvd. office,
although thes were unable to
get a conference with Mr.
changing addresses.
According to Miss Ellis, the
woman was inquiring about
'emergency food stamps un•il
she could get her check.• • 
"It was ridiculous how bad
Mrs. Miller talked to her. Sne
treated her like she was a
child and was telling her how
before the House of Represen- she could buy food stamp;. I
tatives of the State of Okla-
homa, and recieved a standing
ovation from the Representa-
tives at the end of the concert.
This past spring the choir gave
five concerts in Memphis and
also appeared at Philander-
Smith College in Little Rock
Arkansas.
The Langston Show which
Mr. Robinson co-directed gave
several performances before
school and military groups this
past spring in Oklahoma, has
been invited to appear in Eur-
ope this next year at U.S.0 In-
stallations.
Along with his University
duties, Robinson has joined
Salters Chapel A.M.E. Church
in Langston, Oklahoma, and
this fall will serve as Director
of the Young Adult Choir.
Robinson was a teacher in
the Memphis City School Sys-
tem for 19 years.
Melvin Cummings
Cites Vote Cheat
In a press conference Mon-
day. Melvin Cummings, Repub-
lican Candidate for State Leg-
islature, District 6 told news-
men of voting irregularities
found in his voting precinct,
Aug. 6.
-On Thursday morning Au-
gust 6, I was refused permi-
sion. to vote in the Republican
Primary" said Mr. Cummings.
"I immediately reported
this incident to the Marshall
at the polls and phoned tht
discrepancy to Mr. 0. McKin-
l'ey Parker — Election Com-
missioner. The same incident
occured Thursday afternoon
when my wife attempted to
vote."
He reported that the machines
for whomever one chooses is
a cherished po.ssession that
should not be denied."
Mr. Cummings also stated
"In addition on August 12,
I notified all members of the
Election Commission and all
members of the Republican
Primary Committee by regis-
tered mail of his injustice."
Mr. Cummings flies filed a
complaint with the Civil Rights
Commission with hope and be-
lief that action will be taken
to correct the situation and
prevent it from happening
again. A Law suit is also be-
ing prepared.
Former Mayor William B.
Ingram, who according to the
election returns, ran fourth
in the County Commission-
See Page 2
came to the woman's defense
and said how on 'earth can you
ten a person to buy food stamps
when they are steady telling
you they don't have any money.
"Mrs. Miller told me that
she wasn't talking to me and
for me to get out. I left and
waited outside the office."
Miss Ellis reported that
when Mrs. Miller came out of
the office, she ,requested an
immediate interview because
she had been waiting four eDys.
She told me I could come in
earlier, but I told her I was
hot scheduled to come in any
ea
Iliet.ried to explain to her
!:
that she should try to under-
stand the problems of the
people she has to deal with.
She began insulting me and
turned to walk away and I
grabbe'd her:'
The police were called but
an arrest was not made until
a warrant was sworn. Mrs.
Miller swore out the warrant.
Miss Ellis surrendered on
Thursday.El
lis forfeited $26. How-
ever. she was arrested again
at 3 p.m. on Friday and charg-
ed by the state on the same in-
cident.
She stated she was locked up
in the county jail and was not
to be released on bond al-
though her lawyer had her re-
lea 
ecis.
Hearing is set for September
According to Attorney Stein,
an appeal has been made to
Federal Court to nave' a three-
judge panel declare the Peace
Bond Statute unconstitutional.
-If this does not work." he
says, "we will approach the
case on the basis that her
rights were jeopardized "
According to the Supreme
Court ruling a person can not
be tried by the city and the







HAVE YOU COMPLETED YOUR HIGH SCHOOL
EDUCATION?
The Memphis Board of Education will administer
the General Education Development Test at the Ad-
ministration Building, 2597 Avery ave., at 5:30 p.m.
August 17, 18, 19, and 20.
The battery consists of five sub-tests. Persons
17 years or older are .eligible to take the test — but
only those 19 and over can take it for an equivalency
diploma. The test is given to those under 19 for classi-
fication purposes only to determine grade placement
in night school.
There is a fee of $4. which will be applied to night
school tuition for those who wish to attend.
Persons 19 and under must bring a birth certificate
for identification: those over 19 must have two of
three things: birth certificate, driver's license or vot-
er's registration card. Everyone should bring a recent
snapshot of himself and veterans are requested to
bring their discharge or separation papers.
The GED Test is administered at the Board of
Education Administration Building, Room 114 every
week Monday through Thursday from 8:45 to 2 p.m.
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AP-
PLICANTS
The Tennessee Commission for Human Develop-
ment is seeking applicants to fill a staff position in
the central office located in Nashville. In this position,
the applicant would serve as the Commission's field
representative for Middle and East Tennessee. Appli-
cants should be available to travel as necessary
throughout Tennessee in the performance of these du-
ties. Projected salary is $620.00 per month.
Specifici qualifications include: Education — Col-
lege Graduate, preferably with emphasis in Sociology
or the Social Sciences: Commitment — There should
be, on the part of the applicant, a strong commitment
to human rights work, to promoting equal opportunity.
and to work for positive social change. The applicant
should be an advocate of equal opportunity, demon-
strated by ideas and past action and should have a
vocational commitment to a permanent career in the
field of intergroup relations; Skills — The applicant
should have a background of knowledge and under-
standing of social problems and of techniques of social
change. He should possess tact, objectivity, and diplo-
macy. These will be vital in tackling the problems
of West Tennessee. He should possess such communica-
tive skills as public speaking, public relations, press
relations, the writing of news releases and reports. etc.
Applicants should complete the standard applica-
tion form of the Tennessee State Government. Appli
cations should be made to Cornelius Jones, Executive
Secretary, C3-305 Cordell Hull Building, Nashville,
Tennessee. 37219, accompanied by letters of reference
if at all possible.
OVERSEAS WIVES TO MEET
The Overseas Wives Club will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in the Red Cross Building. 1400 Central, on Thursday,
.August 20. The club meets the first and third Thursday
of each month, and all women with husbands in the
service overseas are welcome. For more information
please contact the Red Cross.
GILLIAM PRESENTS KEY TO TRAINEES — H. A. Gil-
liam, Sr., Board Commissioner of MLGW presents key to
Black Customer Servicemen to the new MLGW truck s.
Looking on at the presentation were: Gene Lambert, Su.
pervisor, Walter Terry, Melvin Baker, David Cr ayto n,
Trainees, and George Watts assistant training supervisor.
Commissioner Gilliam toured the training Center where
— — - -
Nation Reacts
Continued From Page 1
write books.- Ali asserted, "but I haven't burned my
card. yet I can't even go to Canada to feed my daugh-
ter."
During the affair, held in the luxurious ballroom
of Atlanta's impressive Marrott Motor hotel, the Rev.
Ralph D. Abernathy. SCLC president, presented a
$1.000 scholarship award to Mrs. Iberia Hampton,
mother of the slain Illinois Black Panther leader
Fred Hampton, for a memorial fund in honor of the
21-year-old militant, who was killed by police last De-
cember 4,
Mrs. Hampton, struggping to hold back the tears
finally broke down and wept when Dr. Abernathy
said, "Fred's highest ambition was to be a lawyer
. . . he wanted to learn the legal ramifications of
the system to better aid his brothers . . this schol-
arship fund was started by SCLC to give members
of the Panther Party and others this opportunity."
Other honors went to Hollywood film maker Eli
Landau, who accepted the SCLC Special award, along
with his wife, Edith. from Mrs. Coretta S. King, widow
of the slain civil rights leader.
Mrs. King graised Landau for his "unselfish con-
tribution to the cause" in the making of the film
"King: A Record from Montgomery to Memphis."
Brazils' Archbishop Helder Camera Pessoa receiv-
ed the Dr. Martin Luther King award for notable
work among Brazil's poor.
SCLC Sports award was Haz-
zard of the Atlanta, Hawks.
THE ORLEANS ST. CLUB
The Orleans-St. Club met at the home of Mrs.
Rosalie Bibbs 615 Edith Ave. The meeting was presided
over by the president Mrs. Marie Ross. Devotion was
given by Mrs. Brooks. The next meeting will be held
Sept. 24, 1970. Mrs. Marie Ross is president and Mrs.




HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Hors :s one of the outstandingoutomobile salesmen
in Olio Memphrs'oreo. Naturally, ha's at Union Cligiv.
rol•t. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstand-
ing seilisction of fin• new and used cars and trucks.
Hie eari bit of great h•lp in assisting and advising
you on financing. S•• Tommy Grant... Mali. a No.
Buy on America's No. 1 Cot' Chrtvrolo at Union.
And in the past 100 years
there's been a lot of them.
Lcx)1. for this 100th Anniversary
symbol on every bottle of 86 and 100
proof Old Forester.
stcYTUCKtsTRAIGHT POURRON wIFISKy pliOor too PIMAF BOTTLE() IN BON






























































































16 Black Customer Servicemen have seen in training for
the past 10 months, along with 24 other tr ainee s. The
trainees will participate in the Light Up Campaign which
will begin August 24. They will be turning on furnaces,
checking heaters and gas outlets throughout the city, and
will be serving all areas in the community. This is another
first and important program of good will from MLGW.
The Glenview YMCA as one
part of its summer program
sponsored summer basketball
and softball leagues. Approxi-
mately 15 teams and 150 boys
participated in the organized
sports competition which began
in June.
All-Star team voting was
held recently at the Glenview
YWCA with each participating
youth voting on his choice of
All Stars.
The league and the voting
were conducted along divisional
lines: Pee-Wees 8-11 years;
Juniors 12-15 years; Seniors
16-19 years.
Players who were voted;
positions on the All-Star Team0
were: Pee-Wee All-Stars, Larry]
Woods David Taylor. Eric
Stout. Ervin Jones, Reginal
Mayes, Ronal Evans, BoBo
Chambers; Junior All-Stars,
Michael Ne wman, Doug
Settlers, Joel Noel, James
Cowan, Mac Jones, Joel Woods,
Albert Noel, Barry Hampton;
Senior All-Stars, Willie Lloyd,
Michael R o dgers, Richard
Turner, Andrew Tabor,
Michael J a c kson, Johnnie
Turner, Calvin Poole.
According to Morris Jenkins,
Executive Director of the
Glenview YMCA "the YMCA
is losing three of its former
Hi-Y All-Stars, Andrew Tabor,
Richard Turner and Johnny
Turner as a result of their
graduation from high school.
Each of them is well thought
of by the 'Y' and the com-
munity."
The YMCA and persons of
surrounding communities feel
that much good has been ac-
complished through its con-
tinued program of organized
in-season-athletics.
Efforts are continuing to be
made to give christian
LeMoyne-Owen, College • will
register students next week
for its fall term. An enroll-
ment Of TOO is expected, the
same as last year.
The freshman orientation
period will begin Wednesday
morning, Aug. 26. The first-
year students will register that
afternoon, between noon and
4 p.m.
Sophomores w i 11 register
Thursday morning, Aug. 27,
from 8:30 a.m. until noon, and
juniors will register Thursday
afternoon, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Seniors will register Friday
morning, Aug. 28, from 8:30
until noon, and transfer and
unclassified students will reg-
ister that afternoon, 1 p.m.
until 4 p.m.
Classes will begin Monday
morning, Aug. 31.
A two-day faculty-staff
conference is scheduled for
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 24-
25. The group will be addressed
Monday morning by Dr. Har-
old Stinson, president of Still-
man College, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
'character building and lead-
ership training in the 'Y's pro-
grams. Many improvements




MASTERP1ECt OF TM MACABRE
Continued From Page I
ers' race has also opted voting
irregularities.
He reported that the machines
had been unlocked with the
total voting showing before the
auditors from the firm of
Seidman and Seidman arrived
on August 11, This occured
with out any member of the
Election Commission present,
according to Mr. Ingram.
He also stated that he found
the backs of two machines
opened as well as the front.
Reporters observed at least
50 or 60 machines opened.
Mrs. Alma Morris, candidate
for Democratic Executive Com-
mittee, Position 11 said "Vot-
ing irregularities didn't just
occur. They were in operation
when my husband ran for of-
fice some time ago."
Mrs. Morris'. husband v.as
defeated by J. 0. Patterson,
Jr., for City Councilman, Dis-
trict 5, in 1967.
.,nmerars.rrsdr...,:r ,erear
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Savings
Save $2 on decorator styled
quilted
bedspread
.large selection to choose from.
.Solids, stripes, and florals
.throw style •
.Decorator styling ... to the floor length. SAY"CHARGE IT'











The easy, modern way to cut paper :
A n d dress material! Precision made •
lectric scissors, battery operated! :
Enjoy sink-in luxury and firm support tor rc.niing,
watching TV or for prolonged bedrest. Plumped with




Sturdy and lightweight . . . with 2
• removable nays. adjustable partitions,
: and fold-away handle.
2/ $1. i
• C,annou, FieldtreA & others
I • Kosetone, (..orinamon,Suntone. 
• • 1st quality in newest Fall shades.
I *One slit fits petite, average A.
• Kest buy for your money.
ACCESSORIES I A(ICESSf WI ES
im Limit 2 per customer, good thru R1281111m &Ins Lima 2 per customer, good dim Ai 28e Lem Limit 6 per customer, good duo 8(28inema
II•Thick terry cloth
I • El mous brands with tiny isstpurfectioim,BATH S1101,
1 
GA $O THO ATE GATEWAY
01r
itillett Ave. till S. UN Si. MO Juksan Aft •
,,Topp Hoop lo AM. - 9:30 P.M. DAILY, OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6 P.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, IWO DEFENDER
Christian Digest To Give Black
Christian Student $500 Scholarship
The New Christian Digest
has announced that it will
award a $500 college scholar-
ship to an outstanding black
Christian high-school boy or
girl in the tall of this year.
The a nno uncement was
made Tuesday by Rev. Willie
White, publisher of the na-
tiodally circulated magazine for
black churches,.
Rev. White said the scholar-
ship is open to students on a
nationwide basis and is de-
signed to fulfill two goals.
"The first goa: is to increase
the nationwide subscription
oi the New Christian Digest
Picketing
Arrested
A 15-year-old youth of Earl,
Ark., was arrested recently
for picketing and questioned on
his civil rights activities.
In question was Eddie Boyd,
member of the youth group oi
the Crittendon County Improve-
ment Organization.
It was reported that an execu-
tive meeting with youth and
adults of the Crittendon Or-
ganization, picketing for 2
weeks to get people hired, met
early Saturday morning to dis-
cuss the new city ordinance.
The oidinance restricting
persons! from marching within
10 ft. of the entrance of a busi-
ness or obstructing the nor-
mal traffic on streets or side-
walks, was enacted against
the group after the picketing
began around Aug. 1.
After the Saturday meeting.
the youth group decided to test
the ordinance, which resulted in,
the arrest of Eddie Boyd.
According to sources, young
Boyd was questioned about
who paid him to picket, and
was promised to her released
without bond if he would not
picket again. The youth was re-
leased.
The Crittendon County Im-
provement Organization will
continue its efforts to improve
conditions affectng black peo-
ple in Earl, Ark.
The group will meet with
school officials to present a list
of demands. Included among
the demands are questions to
which the group seeks answers.
Some of the' questions to be
posted to the school officials
are:
(ii Why Sam Bratton has not
been dismissed as Superinten-
of the school system, since a
petition has been filed against
him by 250 parents aking hi
reigna ion
(2) Why the school board has
failed to hire a black princi-
pal;
(3) Why the school board re-
fused to give a copy of the Ti-
tle I proposed program for
the school year 1970-71:
(4) Give a clear definition
of the class operation, trans-
portation and lunch room fa-
('ilities that are to be operated
under HEW"s decision:
(5) WhY the school board has
not answered requests of pei-
ion to meet with the citizeas
and parents of Crittendon Coun-
ty Improvement Association.
Earl has a population of
about 80 per cent black. The
Crittendon organization is seek-
ing more unity within the black
forts successfully.
As of this printing it has not
been determined if the' organi-
zation will continue picketng.
the black male." In tact,mail" as against black-mail, in
Wants Psychiatric Exam.Lrying to defame the good was calling
name of a world-wide leader. In addition to the call for of theHoover's suspension, Reverend _Reverend Jackson blasts FBI
Jackson also called for a psy-Chief Hoover as indulging inEddie N. Williams, Vice-Pres- cer with the United States Ar- 
"incredible sordidness" in try- chiatric examination of J. Ed-
University of Chicago, and for- a Congressional fellowship by f
ing to besmirch the reputation gar Hoover to:
mer Tri-State Defender Editor, the American Political Science 
 a good man. . . "Investigate . . . is jealous-
haslonger defend himself ies. enmities, senility and oft-been named Director of Association, serving internships 
longer 
. Hoover's object was to cur- rumored sexual inadequacy and
higchallpililbglic terus
1 federal Afficer charged with a
Minister Assails Try To Smear M. L. Kingthe late Reverend  statements e   King,  t   about in.
sordidness and unfair-
that could be aimed at the ,before the assassin's bullet end-ness," Jackson charged they
,- heads of all elected or aspiring ed his fateful life, reveal:
public officials, Jackson said: Reverend Jackson,' in a point, ''. . .surreptitiously gathered
"No public official, such as by point attack, demanded that data on intimate matters not
Mr. Hoover, has the right to J. Edgar Hoover's fitness for relevant to national security
move outside the realm of office be surveyed by: have been and still are being
balance of power as set up by 1) The U. S. Attorney Gen-.collected by Mr. Hoover's
Martin Luther King with some located at 79th and Stony Is-i Asked pointedly by 
a report- eral and upper level lawyers bureau with his knowledge.Magazine as having confronted 'Queen of the Sea restaurant, the Constitution."
tapes alleging to prove that land, on Chicago's souhtside. er at the press conference
Reverend King was indulging He was accompanied by key about the truth of the Hoover
within the black religious corn- The submissions will be stu- in extra-marital activities members of Operation Bread- accusation, Jackson replied:
munity. But at the same time died by Rev. White and two A King aide, however, basket including Rev. John Bar- Even if it was true, it's ir-
we can help fulfill another other selected Waco ministers, charges that Hoover is jealous her, head of Black Men Mov- relevant, Dr. King's contribu-
goal; that is, we cap increase When a decision is made late about the Nobel Peace Prize. ing, Rev. Ed Reddick, the di- tion to his people was not
the educational opportunities this fall, it will be announced Reverend Jesse L. Jackson. a rector of research and Rev. 'one of sexual prowess but one
available to our black youth." to the student a n d press, confidant of the late Dr. King Curtis Burrell, president of the of commitment to liberation.
To become a candidate for Rev. White said, and head of Operation Bread- Kenwood-Oakland Community -I think it is kind of low tothe scholarship a student must The selected student will be Organization, known as KOCO.basket in Chicago called a come through the back door ofsend in seven one-year sub-lawarded the $500 scholarship press conference to refute the Jackson charged "the revela- a graveyard."scriptions to the New Christian over a five semester period, magazine article. tions by Hoover point to the Outlines ActionDigest and a detailed evalua- beginning with the spring se- possibility of a perverted andReverend Jackson also called The militant young ministertion of himself as a Christian: mester of 1971 or whenever
on President Nixon to sus grotesque sexual psyche on hispend g who has been gaining steadilyworker, including why he,the selected student enters
Hoover as director of the FBI Part. in popularity since Rev. King'sbelieves he should be award-college thereafter.. "They point to the sick andbecause of information contin- assassination, has been oft-rum-ed the scholarship, Rev. White, For more information. stu-
said. The evaluation must dents may write: 
DIGESTuied in the Time magazine arti- Peeping-tomism interest of the
white male in black sexuaity 
ored to be the eventual suc-
be signed by the student's SCHOLARSHIP FUND, P.O. 'cle. especially as it concerns the in- ,
cessor to Martin Luther King
pastor and two references. Box 6233, Waco. Texas 76706. Reverend Jackson charges,ti  bedroom activities of 
Jr. 's throne of power.mate
• JacksonEx-Editor Gets Post
the University's Center for
s'ersity since October, 1968,
when he was named Assistant
Vice-President of Public Af-
fairs and Associate Director
of the Center in April, 1969.
Before going to the Univer-
sity, Mr. Williams served in
a number of posts with the
Page 3
CHICAGO — The head of the ,
FBI, J. Edgar Hoover, who got
into it with the late Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., when
King was living, is at it again.
The FBI chief is quote t in
this week's issue of Time
According to the magazine
article, Reverend King did mod-
erate his criticism of the FBI
following Hoover's disclosure of
the existence of the tapes.
Reverend Jesse Jackson held
his news conference at the
In the offices of former Con
Policy Study. gressman James Roosevelt and
The appointment was an- former Senator Hubert H. Hum-
flounced by Edward H. Levi, phrey.
president of the university. The Center for Policy Study,
Williams, N. a native Mem- founded in February, 1966, pro-
phian, has been with the Uni- vides a forum for examining
major issues confronting the!
nation. It brings statesmen,
scholars, scientists, journalists,
and public officials to the Uni-
versity from all over the world
to discuss these issues. Thirty
university faculty members
serve as fellows and partici-
United States government. In- pate in all center programs.
eluded among them are staff The °enter also has a pro-
assistant to the Senate Corn- gram to help working journal-
mittee on Foreign Relations, ists broaden their knowledge of
Subcommittee on Disarmament, urban 'problems and their un-
and research editor with a denying causes and signifi-
study group in the House of cance by awarding them grants
Representatives, that will enable them to spend
He has served as a reporter six months working directly
and editor with the Tri-State with University of Chicago fac-
Defender and with newspapers ulty members who are doing
in Atlanta. Following service research and teaching in urban
as a radar and executive offi-I fields.
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that Hoover is guilty of "white-
tail Rev. Martin Luther King's




Expressing concern at what
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This is a truly fantastic special -
Woven plaids ... iumper effects ...
Princess styles. Made to sell for S5!
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QUALM' CLOTMINO AND JSWItliell, CONY:Nigger CREDIT
108 S. Main St.
Memphis _
it was to Reverend
who Reverend King .
to from the balcony
Memphis motel, seconds!
of the civil rights division of
the Department of Justice
2) A panel of black jurists
and law makers, including Su-
preme Court Justice Thurgood
Marshall, U. S. Senator Edward
Brooke, Roy Wilkins, Whitney
Young and other civil rights
enthusiasts, and
3) A group of black and white
psychiatrists headed by Dr.
Alvin Poussaint of Harvard
Medical School.
Jackson charged. "that Mr.
Hoover has stopped to the low-'
est rungs of viciousness end
maliciousness in his underhand
dissemination of information
regarding the deceased man. ,
Cites 'Abuse'
"It constitutes a misuse,!
abuse and malfeasance in dis-
charging the responsibilities of







Jackson charged such know-
ledge" is used to intimidate
:leads of government and pub-
lic agencies, to be us ikd and
abused "at Hoover's whim and
caprice."
Reverend Jesse Jackson also
charged racial bias even in the
issuance of such charges
against the late Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr., calling it a
"peculiarly vicious and dis-
criminatory racial thrust."
He pointed out. the sexual
proclivities of white men of
public prominence have never
been so detailed by the FBI."
The fiery young minister re-
vealed he was specifically 11-
luding to such notables as ex-
President Warren Harding aid
John F. Kennedy, Sen Robert
Kennedy, former chief Justice













New CBSONIMIK sonviesoss Ming posimited keys to new truck by Commissioner H. A. Gilliam, Sr.
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NOW YOU CAN SAVE OVER TWICE AS
MANY QUALITY STAMPS
ALL YEAR 'ROUND!
Savings estimated on average dollar purchases of part,c.pating products
Memphis 'Light , Gas and Water
wants you to join the
Pilot Lig htsup Campaign
Starting August 26, customer servicemen will be lighting furnaces, check-
ing heaters and gas outlets. Call NOW for this FREE service to beat the
winter pilot light-up rush.
Call Memphis Light, Gas & Water
at 525-8831 M LeW
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Elementary school teachersjor the program will be he))
in the Mid-South area wilLfrom 9 a.m. until noon on Aug.
have an opportunity this falF29 in the College of Educa.
to earn college credits from tion auditorium at MSU. Cost
Memphis State University by of the course is $39 and I
watching television, should be mailed as soon as
A Workshop in the Improve-
ment of Instruction is being
offered by Memphis State's
Department of Elementary
Education through WKNO-TV
(Channel 10 in Memphis) and
WLJT-TV (Channel 11 in Lex-
ington). The special series,
being presented by the Uni-
versity for the first time, is
conducted in conjunction with
the Division of Continuing
Studies. B o th mathematics
and reading instruction will
be stressed.
Lessons of 30-minute dura-
tion will be televised at 4:30
p.m. each Tuesday beginning
Sept. 1 and repeated on Thurs-
day at 9 p.m. beginning Sept.
3. In addition, enrollees will
be required to attend four
evaluation-discussion m eet-
lags on the MSU campus
from 9 a.m, until noon Sept.
26, Oct. 24, Nov. 21 and Dec.
19. Three hours of residence
credit will be granted for
successful completion of the
course.
Instructors for the course are
Mrs. Diane Lowe and Mrs.
Minnie McRae Cutliff. both in
the MSU College of Education.
Registration and orientation'
possible to:
The Division of Continuing Stu-
dies 134 Administration Build-




SAN ANTIONIO — AIRMAN
ROBERT CARTER JR., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carter of
47'70 Montee Road, Memphis,
Tenn.. has completed baste
training at Lackland AFB,
Tex. He has been assigned tol
Chanute AFB, Ill., for training
in aricraft maintenance. Air- ,
man Carter is a 1968 graduate
of Geeter High School.
MONEY TALKS .. . Four sessions with
the Joint Tennessee Legislative Commis-
sion on Special Financial Needs of Negro
Colleges have all pointed up the need f o r
more and more money for the black insti-
tutions of higher education. Rep. Alvin M.
-King of Memphis, (right, seated), commis-
sion chairman, conducted the hearings and
will compile the report for the coming
meeting of the Tennessee legislature. The
last of the two sessions held at Tennessee
State University heard most provocative
statements from Mrs. Gladys Burgess Ad-
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
1WHITEHAVEN) EAST
5014 POPLAR AT OAENDENHALL .
OPEN 24 HRS.A DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
1620 MADISON
U.S.D.A. CHOICE center cut chuck
Heavy
Roast
MORTON FROZEN 6 LIMIT
BEEF, CHICKEN or TURKEY
MEAT PIES 2/29
GERBHARDT'S (COMPARE AT 476)
JUMBO 3 LIMITTAMALES BIG 30 OZ.











4 TOTAL LIMIT 19 OZ. 1 90
TREET
LUNCHEON 3 LIMIT
MEAT . 120z. 470
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LOOSE LEAF 300 'iFIEET 2 LIMIT
PAPER FILLER PKG-39*,v
DEL MONTE BLUE LAKE
GREEN BEANS 1-.R4 25(












Fred Monies' Country Style
Pure Pork
Sausage









or more Lb. 58$
ams, TSU Com dinator of Alumni Affairs,
who expressed among the concerns of the
alumni "the uneven level of state appropri-
ations:" and from Dr. B. D. Mayberry of
Tuskegee Institute the damages that more
than a century of discrimination in funding
has done to black colleges. Shown here be.
tsseen hearings are: Dr. David Bradley and
Rep. Harold Love, (a Tennessee State
graduate who co-sponsored the bill) c o m•
mission members; Mrs. Adams; Dr. May.
hem. and Rep. King. (Joe Zinn Photo)
Prices in the ad effective noon, Aug. 26. thru
midnight Sept. 1. We reserve the
right to limit nu-intities. None sold to dealers.
HUNT'S WHOLE PEELED
TOMATOES
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COFFEE
... Maryland Chili, Folgers
11
 Maxwell House,
. ,II Chase & Sanborn
or 644 Off 8-0r.
Instant or Larger
LB
ith this coupon and 5 00 additional pur
chase excluding value of coupon merchan-
dise (fresh milk products and tobacco a)-
so excluded in compliance with state law).
Conp,“ . ogres nounlVednesday.
1970.
t , • !1 aini lv Nice k
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Zeta Phi Beta Meet Soon
Re-living the history of Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority and imple-
menting the theme "Meeting
'Human Needs Through De-
signing and Developing
;Methods of Improving the De-
livery of Effective Services"
claimed the interest of nearly
1,000 delegates and visitors
during the recent 50th Anni-
versary Boule in Washington,
D. C. at the Shoreham Hotel.
The T r I •Sta:e delegation
which travelled by chartered
bus sponsored by Alpha Eta
Zeta Chapter of Memphis,
participated in every phase of
the Boule program including:
Delegate S e ssions; Under-
graduate Workshop and
Luncheon; N a tional Youth
Leadership Conference and
Luncheon; and the Amicae
(Auxiliary) Seminar. From the
opening Delegate Session on
Monday, August 2 to the clos-
ing Dedication Ceremony in
Rankin Chapel at Howard
University on Friday, August
7, programs were designed to
focus on a half century of
growth and service. Judge
Leon Higgenbottom, a United
District Judge, in the keynote
address at the Grand Opening
Iset the tone for the continuing
'sessions in forecasting the
future of society in the midst
of today's problems. Several
other notable program partici-
pants offering solutions to
problems were: Congressman
from Florida, Oklahoma, Louis
Stokes of Ohio, Dr. James
Cheek, president of Howard
University, Mr. Ster ling
Tucker, vice-chairman, Wash-
ington City Council; Director,
Washington Urban League,
Mr. Preston Bruee, Jr., U. S.
Department of Health. Edu-
cation and Welfare and Mr.
James A. Melton, vice-pres-
ident of Student NEA.
The General Workshop on
"Causes and Prevention of
Violence" featured a distin-
guished and dynamic group of
panelists. Particularly effec-
tive were Rev. Jesse "Ma"
Houston of Chicago, Illinois,
who spoke on "Violence in the
Ghetto"; Mrs. Connie Harper,
Sheriff of Macon County Ala-
bama and Mrs. Mary Singleton,
Council-Woman of Jackson-
ville, Florida. Zetas were urged
to become involved utilize
talents and expertist to irradi-
cate violence in all forms,
seek equal justice for all
people under law and use the
ballot box as an instrument
of change.
Flashbacks to events lead-
ing to the founding of a third
Sorority on the campus of
Howard University on January
16, 1920 involved the five
founders and Charles Robert
Taylor, a Phi Beta Sigma
brother. They remain active
in their respective communi-
ties and participated fully
on this grand second-day
Founders and Past Grand
Basileus Luncheon Program.
This mammoth and touching
affair paid tributes and afford-
ed presentations to each of the
founders and past grand
basileus. The Past Grand Basi-
leius gave highlights of fifty
years with Zeta unique to
each administration.
Most likely the longest p r 0-
gram in Zeta history was the'
first Open Banquet on Thurs-
day, August 6, featuring Chap-
ter and Regional Award s,
NAACP Life Membership Cita-
tions, Presentations and t h e
Black Volunteers Sought
For Placement Program
The M e m phis Volunteer Education has given this pro-
Placement Program headed by gram its unqualified endorse-
Jed Dreifus seeks black volun-Iment. It has provided Person-
teers to work in the propias- nel at both the administrative
ed project, Sept. 1, 1970 through
' Aug. 31. 1971.
The organization began op-
erating in 1968 with the belief
that Memphis high school sen-
iors should have an opportunity
to move into the productive
post high school world of col-
lege, job training, or jobs. The
program is designed to satisfy
this purpose and to provide for
the mostly black, poverty
stricken students of Shelby
County an avenue toward a
better way of life.
College scholarships and
placement are plentiful, ye t
many deserving students do
not go to college or get a job
with a future because they do
not know the opportunity is
available. Since school guid-
ance counselors are responsible
for over 600 students e a c h,
they are not able to give stu-
dents the needed individual
attention. The Memphis Volun-
teer Placement program urges
the utilization of trained para-
professional and volunteer as-
sistants to relieve the profes-
sional school counselors of
some of the burden.
The Memphis Board of
and staff level and has provid-
ed school facilities and meeting
rooms. Other co-operating agen-
cies include the Memphis
Chamber of Commerce, Mem-
phis Police Community Rela-
tions Department, five local
colleges and universities, the
Health and Welfare Planning
Council, Tewish Service Agen-
cy, the local news media, vol-
unteer groups such as: Mem-
phis Better Schools Committee,
National Council of Jewish
Women, Links. Inc., Faculty
Wives and Women, and many
private citizens.
To date the entire resources
of the program have been ab-
sorbed by one school — Carver
High, an inner-city all black
ghetto school. The guidance
office at the school has been
assisted by the placement Pro-
gram's volunteers, who work
on an individual basis with the
students to help them clearly
see the alternatives available
in planning their future.
Before the program started
in 1968, there were $92,000
worth of college scholarships
accepted by Carver seniors.
In 1969, there were $166,000
Installation of Officers. R o y
Wilkins, executive director of
NAACP delivered a timely mes-
sage on needs for action in the
areas of Education, Housing,
Jobs, Voting and Crime. Zetas
have contributed $25,000 to
NAACP with more than 35 chap-
ters with Life Memberships re-
ceiving Special Golden Certi-
ficates. Memphis chapter, Al-
pha Eta Zeta, Mrs. Loretta Ka-
teo, Basileus was recognized
among the "Big TEN Chapters
for a membership of 63. The
South Central Region of which
Tennessee is a part, won first
place for Regional Exhibit,.
Mrs. Rosetta Peterson was
chairman. Mrs. Issie Jenkins,
National Program Director;
Mrs. Rosilee Kennedy, Boule
Marshal; Mrs. Emma J. Dew-
berry. Executive Secretary and
several others making signifi-
cant contribution to the success
of the Houle. were given cash
and other gifts.
Some important actions were
Opposition to the D. C. Riot
Bill resulting in an action reso-
lution being presented to the
U. S. Congress; Extension of
NAACP Life Membership Pro-
gram to 1972; Establishment of
a $1500 Founders' Scholarship
Assistance Program at How-
ard University; Launching of
Project ZIP in cooperation with
the National Foundation f o r
Health Education; Accepted in-
to membership Mrs. Arthur
Goldberg during a very im-
pressive Re-Dedication C e r e-
Imony; Election of some top of-
ficers after heated campaign-
ing: Among them were: Mrs.
Isabel Herson, Grand Basileus,
a professor of English at South-
ern University; Mrs. Jewel
Livingston, Chairman of the Ex-
ecutive Board, a teacher in St.
• Louis, Missouri. Mrs. Ma ble
Scruggs of Chattanooga, was
elected a National Trustee,
Mrs. Bernice Callaway. of
Memphis chapter and Region
Antapokritis was among t h e
Memphis delegation attending
the convention.
scholarships awarded to Car-
ver seniors. Forty-five per cent
of the class was accepted and
planned to enroll in various
four years colleges in the fall
of 1969. Sixty-five per cent had
taken positive action to imple-
ment career plans of various
types including college, busi-
ness school and vocational
schools.
According to Mr. Driefus,
"the Volunteer Placement
Program works. In our two
years of operation, most areas
of dificulty have been worked
out, and we are now ready to
move forward." However, more
black volunteers are needed to
increase continued motivation
among the students and to
help the project to move for-
ward.
Meeting Set
The Willing Workers Club
will hold its regualr meeting
Aug. 19, at the home of Mrs.
Noble Gatlin, U23 Vollintine.
The club will also sponsor a
Bar-B-Que August 22 at 1574
Britton from 2:30 p. m. until.
The public is invited.
Mrs. Clara Daily is president.
































It's our way of reminding you that the %vest,
easiest way to find the telephone numbers you want is
Is: "Look In the Book". Your telephone book.
That very some book has much other useful in-
formation. Like area code., emergency numbers and
local arid long distonce dialing information. And your
complete buying guide—the Yellow Pages, where you'll
find all those business and shopping numbers you need
So, when you're up in the air about phone num-










FABULOUS DEPARTMENT STORES...BETTER QUALITY COSTS YOU LESS OR YOUR MONEY BACK
OPEN SUNDAYS 12 NOON TO 6 P.M.
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SHOP THE ZAYRE NEAREST YOU FOR FABULOUS SAVINGS!
  ZAYRE/MEMPHIS (North) 
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER Route 51 North
ZAYRE/MEMPHIS (Mid City) 
CITY SHOPPING CENTER Poplar Avp at Avalon 
I I 
  ZAYRE 'MEMPHIS (East) 
NEXT TO SUMMER SHOPPING CENTER Route 70
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 10 A.M. 1010P.M./PARKING FREE AND EASY
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Pope Paul And African Leaders
The decision by the Portuguese
government to recall its Ambassa-
dor to the Vatican in protest against
an audience that Pope Paul granted
three African leaders of liberation
movements in Portugal's African
territories, occasioned no sur-
prise. It merely confirms t h e
authoritarian and antiblack charac-
ter of the government at Lisbon.
T h e Ambassador delivered a
formal protest note to the Papal
Secretary of State. The text w a s
not disclosed, but it was understood
to have expressed bitterness at the
Papal gesture.
The Pope acted properly within
the corpus of his holy mission. He
receives all those who request t h e
comfort of his blessing. His spirt-
of sympathy extends to all who
suffer from want and whose free-
dom is enchained by oppressive rul-
ers of whatever race or clime.
The three Africans who saw the
Pope a r e leading movements to
free Angola, Portuguese Guinea and
Mozambique from the clutches of
the Lisbon government bent on keep-
ing Portugese blacks as helpless
colonials with no rights of their own
and no voice in the administration
of their respective enclaves.
Their petitions. pleading. joint
memoranda have been unavailing.
In the last ten years, they have been
resisting with all their might fur-
ther encroachment on their liberty
and suppression of their rights. In
'short, they want freedon and inde-
pendence on the same scale a n d
manner as other African states such
as the former British Gold Coast,
now Ghana and the former Belgian
colony in the Congo have attained.
In modern times. no Pope h a s
ever been guilty of interference
with the political affairs of a sover-
eign state. Pope Paul is too astute
a spiritual monarch to violate this
long-established tradition.
In resenting the audience given
to the African leaders, Portugal is
implying that Pope Paul had exceed-
ed the limits of his authority and has
given comfort to the enemies of the
state of Portugal. This is of course
an untenable assumption that only a
corrupt. antiquated. anti-democratic
government could project.
The Pontiff had addressed t h e
Africans with "words of greetings
and exhortation to remain faithful
to the Christian principles in which
they were educated.-
We think it was a great, bene-
volent gesture for the Pope to re-
ceive the African leaders and com-
fort them in their hour of trial and
tribulation. We say damn Portugal.
Long Live Pope Paul!
Mrs. Patricia R. Harris
History heightened its stance
with the appointment of Mrs. Patri-
cia Harris to the board of directors
of Gerogetown University, famous
for its successful training of diplo-
mats for foreign service. She is the
first in this century and also the
youngest member of the board in the
school's 181-year history.
Mrs. Harris w a s United States
Ambassador to Luxemburg f rom
1965 to 1967. She became dean of
the Howard University Law School
from which she resigned following a
disagreement with the administra-
tion during a strike by the law stu-
dents. She becomes the first black
on the 21-member board since 1882.
A black Jesuit Priest. Patrick F.
Healy, w a s an ex officio member
while serving as Georgetown's presi-
dent from 1873 to 1882.
It is a distinction that comes to
a woman who has achieved much
in both the academic and the legal
fields. She is a woman of great
intellect and personal charm.
Outmoded College Degrees
A representative group of the na-
tion's educators at a seminar spon-
sored by T h e Advanced Education
Institute heard some jolting criti-
cism of two of the most cherished
collegiate degrees — the Bachelor of
Arts and the Doctor of Philosophy.
Speaking at the two-day seminar
devoted to the "educational crisis in
the colleges and universities," Dr.
Robert Paul Wolff, prof essor of
philosophy at Columbia University,
said that the Bachelor of Arts de-
gree was used to sort the population
into the middle class and the work-
ing class.
In advocating the elimination of
the Doctor of Philosophy degree,
Wolff described it as an "irrational
degree" that rarely fulfilled the pre-
tensions in university catalogues.
These catalogues stipulate that Ph.
D. candidates must submit a thesis
containing an original contribution
to knowledge. If that were the case,
he said, a university would probab-
ly only grant two of these degrees
in a decade."
He suggested that the doctorate
be replaced by a graduate-teaching
degree that could certify people
for teaching in institutions of high-
er learning. Dr. Wolff also urged
the elimination of grades and class
rankings, suggesting that they a c t
as a break on the learning process.
He recommended that admission to
the professional schools be based
solely on competitive examinations.
These new concepts in education
emerge every now and then only to
be cast aside as having no academic
validity. Yet, upon their premises
may rest the future of education in
in a world where permanence of
change is inevitable.
Invitation To White Churchgoers
Striking a new note of evangelis-
tic fervor, Bishop Alfred G. Dunston
of the African Methodist Episcopal
Zion Church. extended an invitation
to white Christians to save their
souls by joining a black church. He
said that: "The black church h a s
something the white church has lost.
The white man can work out h i s
salvation better with us than he can
in his own church. Why? Because
there's a spirit in the black church "
The invitation was extended in
the course of a sermon preached by
Bishop Dunston at the annual meet-
ing of Bishops. ministers and staff
executives in Salisbury, N.C. He said
the time must come "right here in
Salisbury and elsewhere when God's
white Christians will have to join a
black church to save their souls."
This notion may be passed as
too fanciful to arrest serious atten-
tion. It may, however, contain t h e
germ of a social formula that might
bring us closer to racial integration
than judicial injunction.
... STILL 114E CHAMP I.
MY VIEW
Fletcher Thompson Of
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
I suppose it has always been true
and always will be that some politicians
are opportunists and will do many un-
wise detrimental things in order to get
votes and power. There are many sub-
tle ways for a politician to display his
racism without waving the red flag of
race. There is a man in Georgia, J. B.
Stoner, who is running for governor of
Georgia. He fraternizes with the Ku
Kluxers.
As I pointed out last week, he vows
to run black folks out of the region if
elected. Fortunately, he is not likely to
be elected. He is too bold
with his anti-Negro c a m-
paign.
On the other hand,
Fletcher Thompson, Con-
gressman from the 5th dis-
trict, embracing Fulton
County in which Atlanta is
located, is very subtle in
some ways. He is a "high
class" racist but more
damaging than J. B. Ston-
er. Fletcher Thompson is anti-Atlanta.
The Housing Authority people want to
disperse housing for the low income peo-
ple, put some of them in Fulton County,
outside the city limits. Fletcher Thomp-
son wants all low income housing to be
located in the city of Atlanta.
Thompson knows that white people
are moving to the suburbs and he wants
to get the votes of the county people
and he thinks that since white Atlantans
are moving to the suburbs, they too will
vote for him. Knowing that most of the






MEMO TO KEN GIBSON
Last week when you were in Washington visiting
agency heads in an effort to get federal funds for
Newark, you missed one important source. Nobody
told you about it because you're supposed to discover
it yourself. That's part of the old game of bureau,-
cracy in which the novice gets lost in the forest, 01
red tape. However, your city attorney should have
been able to sniff it out while you were talking with
Deputy Assistant Secretary Malcolm Lovell Jr. at the
Labor Department. We suggest that you go back and
ask Mr. Lovell about the Special Projects Fund which
the Secretary has complete control over and which
can be released at any time for an emergency situa-
tion. Your city qualifies for it. You may be able to
pick up $3 or $4 million. Every year. more than $25
million goes back to the Treasury in unspent monies
from this fund.
Georgia
housing. he is trying to protect the white
people in Fulton County.
Fletcher Thompson is anti-Atlanta
in that he is not wise enough to know
that white people will not be helped if
Atlanta becomes a residentially black
city surrounded by white people. It will
not be good for blacks. A few more af-
fluent Negroes will be able to escape
to suburbia but the vast majority of
black people will be stuck in the inner
city. Of course, in time the city limits
will be extended and it is conceivable
that the Fulton County and the city will
eventually merge. Of course. congress-
man Thompson is far more anti-Negro
than he is anti-Atlanta. He wants votes
and power!
It is sad when Fletcher Thompson
holds up two housing projects because
he was not consulted and because he
doesn't want Negroes to have low-in-
come housing in the county. Thompson
also knows that if industry is moving
out into the county and Negroes are
boxed in. in the inner city, it will make
it exceeding difficult for blacks to get
jobs in the suburbs. They will have no
transportation to get to them. It might
have been well if the housing people had
consulted Thompson. But who is he to
block housing that would benefit t h e
poor?
An editorial in the Atlanta Constitu-
tion for Aug. 3 is quite in order. The
title is "The Death Wish" and it means
Atlanta tf Thompson has his way. The
editorial quotes proverbs 20:18 —
-Where there is no vision, the people
perish." That refers to Congressman
Fletcher Thompson of Georgia.
A Point Of View
DISSERVICE
A black novelist named John
Williams has reputedly describ-
ed the late great civil rights
leader, Dr. Martin Luther King,
as a failure. In a book entitled
"The King God Didn't Save."
recently issued to the public,
writer Williams has performed
what might be called a DIS-
SERVICE to all the black peo-
ple of the United States.
According to an article pub-
lished in multi-million circu-
lated Time magazine and
spread all over the nation ...
and the world . Mr. Will-
iams is reported as having
written that FBI wire taps
turned up ''an astonishing
amount of information about
Dr. King's extensive and vig-
orous sexual activities"
"According to one of Williams'
sources, identified only as per-
son B. 'Martin and the rest of
them had a code ... ,a very
attractive woman was called
"Doctor" ... I forget the other
names for women not so at-
tractive'."
From this point of view the
essence of Mr. Williams' dis-
service is found in the fact that
he is aiding and abetting an
old, disgusting, and still exist-
ing white American stereotype
and "destructive Image" of
the black man. The majority
of white have long been victims
of the wide-spread calumny
that the black man is only
barely half a step ahead of the
lowest form -of beast when it
comes to sex. The "burly, black
brute" is a well entrenched
American mental picture of
the black man ... so far as
many whites are concerned.
They expect most blacks to
display dog-like tendencies on
the least provocation or barest
opportunity. it is hard for them
to accept the picture of a black
man who posseses and prac-
tices a high standard and high
principles of sexual morality.
Dr. King was a black Ameri-
can who apparently met the
best standards to which Ameri-
cans so loudly and frequently
give lip-service. He was not
perfect. What man is? But re-
gardless of what the writer,
Mr. Williams may have found
out about Dr. King's private
life ... whether true and most
likely false ... it was in bad
taste and even cruel. for—Mr.
Williams to parade his so-called
findings. before a cynical and
black-hating world ... anxious
to hold fast to its ugly stereo-
pes of the black man ... and
quick to seize the chance to
say, "See there ... what did
I tell you ... a black ain't
nothing ... all of 'em are
alike. from the lowest to the
highest."
And whites who say that
will display an ignorance of or
a distortion and neglect of oth-
er related facts in national his-
tory. Other national figures,
such as George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin
Franklin, Warren G. Harding,
Franklin D. Roosevelt. and
more have been similarly "de-
bunked" and proven to be hu-
man as other men. But those
who wrote abotit them had
enough respect, sensitivity, and
consideration, not to smear
their alleged indescretions in
the faces of their still living
widows and orphaned children
to the delight of their still pres-
ent enemies.
And that is one of the major
reasons why this point of view
bolds that Mrs. Williams has
rendered his own people ...
not Martin Luther King a
major disservice. It is too soon
to view Dr. King objectively,
and furthermore, if an availa-
ble good-looking woman was
"doctor" to him so what'
President Nixon publicly pushed
American investment in the Congo. an
extraordinary undertaking for a U. S.
Chief Executive. In his welcome re-
marks to the visiting African Head of
State. the President said his advice to
business leaders was that the Congo is a
good investment because of its natural
resources and the stability of the coun-
try under Mobutu. He repeated the ad-
'vice that evening during the exchange
of toasts following the State Dinner for
the Congolese President and his wife at the White
House.
The guest list included some top-flight names in
the business community. With the Nixon blessing, Mo-
butu left Washington to meet with such luminaries as
David Rockefeller, Chairman of the Board of Chase
Manhattan Bank in New York and on the West Coast,
Edgar Kaiser and the Board of the Bank of America.
He had already met with Robert McNamara of the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop..
ment.
N\Then Mobutu appeared before the National Press
Club, there was an overflow audience and the entire
African diplomatic corps was represented, including
the Ambassador of South Africa who listened intently
to Mobutu's speech and the questions and answers
which followed. A humorous note was added when
the visitor was requested to comment on the Af ro
hairdo in the U. S. The translator fumbled in relaying
the question and a puzzled Mobutu shrugged his shoul-
ders in the French manner. Then Marion Barry, 11-
rector of Pride Inc. stood up with his modified buai
and dashiki. Mobutu thought he was to comment on
the shirt, but one of his aides whispered to him and
he made a dramatic gesture over his head exclaiming
"Voila." Then in rapid French. which brought on
gales of laughter he said. "We are already doing
that in the Congo." . . . on the fashion note s i d e,
Madame Mobutu wore the most elegant gowns seen
since the sensational visit of Madame Houphouet
Boigny of the Ivory Coast during the Kennedy Admini-
stration. One creation featured strips of pure g old
sewn on to stiffened silk . .
Dr. James Cheek, president of Howard, who en-
tertained the Mobutus in his home, wanted to confer
an honorary degree on the Congolese president at a
special convocation at Howard. the same as was done
for Emperor Haile Selassie some years ago, but the
idea was turned down by the State Department. As
it was, few black Washingtonians got to see Mobutu
because the visit was carefully programmed to fit
in with the purpose of the trip — a Chamber of Com-
merce promotion for the Congo . . Dr. Cheek re-
ceived the Zaire Medal from President Mobutu, a mer-
it citation accorded to distinguished persons. The high-
est decoration is the Order of the Leopard. The zaire
is the African name for the Congo River. It is now
used also as the currency basis.
AID FOR SERVICEMEN
Air Force Gen. Daniel "Chappie" James is work-
ing with New York Public Relations executive, Parke
Gibson, and Whitney Young on a program of jobs for
returning servicemen frOm Vietnam . . . Touche!
White House Press Secretary. Ron Ziegler needling
Peter Lisagor of the Chicago Daily News. "The cen-
tral African Republic is a nation just north 6f Congo.-
Lisagor "Thank you Ron. I tried to tell the Presi-
dent that this morning, but he wouldn't believe me'-
. . checking the White House guest list for the Mo-
butu dinner, a woman reporter muttered, "When are
they going to give equal time to the Indians?"
What soul was there?
Well, here 'tis: Supreme Court Justice and Mrs.
TIturgood Marshall The President singled him out to
say he was fully recovered from a serious illness):
Special Assistant to the President and Mrs. Robert
Brown; from Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Evans
(he publishes Tuesday Magazine); The President of
Xavier U. and Mrs. Norman C. Francis; Mr. and Mrs.
William Raspberrry (he is a reporter for the
Washington Post); pianist Andre Watts who perform-
ed later in the East Room and received a thunderous
ovation plus the Zaire Medal from President Mobutu
for his performance and his mother, Mrs. Maria
Watts of New York (she gets counted by association! )
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Whiting (he is president of North
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Registration for the Adult
Evening and Day Program
sponsored by the Memphis City
School System will begin for
the Fall Quarter, September
1 2. The program will
offeA courses in Typing, Short-
hand, Bookkeeping, Data Pro-
cesLing, Insurance Clerical
Wnr.it„ Electricity & Electron-
ics, Welding, Radio & TV.
Upholstery, Refrigeration &
Atix ,Conditioning, Small Gas
Engines, Machine Shop, Public
Accounting, Woodwork, and
Daeleaning.
All day Classes will register
at the Adult Education Cen-
tel., D o wntown and East
Branch, September 1 and 2,
8 :711314.:.00 p. m .
,ciffises will meet on Mon-
and,  Wednesday or Tues-
day —and Thursday Evening:
from., 8-9 p.m. or 7-10 p.m.
Persons wishing to attend
Soiiaiskle, Overton, Treadwell,
Frew, or Westwood High
School . should register Sep-
tember 1 from 7-9 p.m. at






begin at these schools Sep-
tember 8.
Registration for c lasses
at Northside will be on Sept.
2, 7-9 p.m. Northside High
school and classes will begin
September 9. The Adult Edu-
cation center at 591 Washing.
ton will begin registration
September 1 and 2. Day
I classes register 8:00 a.m.-
4:00 p.m. and the night class-
es register 2:00-10:00 p.m.
Basic Education and high
school subjects are taught
at centers throughout the city.
Persons interested in Basic
Education or high school sub-
jects should call the Board
of Education, 323'-8311, Station
378.
Persons seeking further in-
formation on vocational edu-




LES PETITE CHERES BUSY SUMMER — Grouped to
g'ether after one of their activities on their busy summer
schedule are members of the Les Petite Cheres Social
Club. Left to right seated are Susie Ford, Bernice Hughes,
and Merdis Prewitt. Second row left to right: Mattr Up-
shaw, Erd:ne Travis, Mary Chamberiaine, Melvelene War-
ren, Beatrice James, Nellie Kelly, Ozetta Evans. M e m•
TS U Gets LawGin &Tonic? Enforcement Grant
Make it perfect.
II I •
Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin






NASHVILLE — The United
States Department of Justice
has made funds available to
Tennessee State University
to aid law enforcement officers
who desire to study or who
are studying at the institu-
tion.
The announcement was made
this week in a communica-
tion to TSU president, Dr.
A. P. Torrence, from William
Party Fetes
Langstonites
Several Memphians who are
students at Langston Univer-
sity, Langston. Okla. were
entertained with a dinner
party Saturday night at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
Shaw 171 Joubert.
The Shaw's daughter, Regina,
Is also a student at Langston.
Langston. The table setting
soul food and many other de-
licacies which captured every-
one's appetite.
Enjoying the hospitality of
the Shaw's home were Omar
R. Robinson, Jr., assistant
professor of music at Langston
and advisor of the Memphian
Club; Alice Malone, Doran
Small, Charles Liggins, Artie
Smith. Alex Hanna, Ozzie
Smith. Arthur Thornton,
Glenda Hardin, Willie Brewer,
Harris on Williams, and Sheryl
Liggins.
Other members of the Shaw
family assisting in entertain-
ing were Mrs. Marlene Warren,
Doristeen Shaw, and Alonzo
Shaw, Jr.
There will he more than
fifty students from Memphis
at Langston this fall partici-
pating in the Concert Choir,
Marching Brand and Athletic
Program.
MIER
Ii so friendly to your taste
E. Caldwell, Director of the




The $6,000-grant permits the
university to assist law en-
forcement officers in con-
tinuing their education on a
full-time or part-time basis
either as undergraduate or
graduate students.
Only officers of publicly-fund-
fed law enforcement agencies
lof Federal, county, municipal,
land State government, who
are enrolled in or are accept-
ed for enrollment in the
university, are eligible to
receive assistance under this
grant. Also in order to re-
ceive such funds, the student:
"Must be studying in an
area related to or suitable
for law enforcement person-
nel; and
"Must agree to remain in
the service of the law enforce-
ment agency employing him
for a period of two years fol-
lowing the completion of study
supported by the grant.
Those interested in receiv
ing such assistance are urged
to write immediately to: Di-
rector of Student Financial Aid,
Tennessee State University,
Nashville, Tennessee 37203.
bers not shown e Ilene McGee, Onie M▪ u▪ nn, Ella M.
Turner, Bettye Payne, Francis Johnson. Two "Soul Affairs'
have been given this summer — one of which was a charit-
able contribution to the City of Memphis Hospitals. A TV
bet wit:, given and Mrs. H. O'Hara and Mrs. Jessie L. Veil-
son accepted tilt gifts for the hospital. Mrs. Merdis Prewitt
vt as project chairman.
READ THIS STRANGE STORY. EVERY WORD
IS TRUE, SAYS
Mrs. Willie Mae Martis
3515 Indiana Avenue Chicago, Illinois
I am so thankful to God for
letting me meet such a wonder.
Jul man as Rev. Costonie. I have
given him permission to print
this story and use my picture.
This may give many people more
faith in God and prayer.
My body was gradually being •
covered, with a strange rash
changing my skin, and the itching •
was driving me out of my mind. I
couldn't sleep nights. I had the
finest medical care. Every medi-
cation I tried only made my con-
dition worse. I was desperately.
in need of help. I had read about Mrs. Willie Mae Martis
Rev. Costume and decided if these people gave their names.
phone numbers, pictures and testimonials about prayer and this
man of God, there must be something to it. I decided to attend
his church services and see for myself
That Sunday morning, I met so many people who related how
God had healed them: how God had answered their prayers, money
problems, marital problems. Blind made to see. Lame made to
walk. Alcoholics stopped from drinking: all these things and many
more. People assured me “Jesus never fails." The stories I heard
from these people gave me new faith. Very few people are willing
to allow their picture to be placed in a newspaper and tell their
personal problem. So the real amazing things this man does go un-
heard of.
I am not ashamed to tell the world this. When Rev. Costonie
prayed for me, he explained first he was no doctor. But I would
get well. For there is no failure with God. Yes the itching stopped:
immediately my skin began to heal. Scabs began to fall off tne at
night. Now 1 am succeeding and my skin is clearing up. Thanks
to God.
People with problems should write to Rev. Costonie for a prayer
cloth. They are free for the asking. His address is 927 E. 47th St.,
Chicago, III. The phone number is WA 44969. If you can't see him
in person write to him or go to church this SuncLy for help like
I did.
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET Chicago, Illinois 60653
SUNDAY SERVICES 11 A. M. AND 1 P.M.
5001 S. Ellis Ave. (Corner of 50th Si.)
SOUTHLAND SAM SEZ:
Beat the heat in the
Beautiful Air-Conditioned
Grandstand it Southland
Admission 500 Rated "A" for adult enter-
V.,'EST MEMPHIS
.;.RKANSAS
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PRICES EXPIRE SAT. AUG. 22
423 N. Cleveland 213 F relator Blvd
5990 Hwy. 51 South 2833 Lanatr Ave
15005. Lauderdale 3561 Park Ave.
1200 Parkins Rd. South 2464 Poplar Aye.
4770 Poplar Ave. 3473 Summer Ave.
4750 Summer Ave.
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296 Vance Avenue 526-0373
Hormones Grow Hair Back
WATCH YOUR
HAIR GROW
We Have Proved It
NOW You Can Prove
It For Yourself
LE CONTE' HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT
Guaranteed
Hair Looks Alive — Feels Alive — And Will Grow
Information ... Call (213) 232-2042
sec THIS COUPON IS WORTH SOc 50c
To Get You Acquainted: Take This Coupon To Any
Beauty Supply or Store Selling LE CONTE' HORMONE
HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT.
Dealer: This Coupon Is Worth 50c. When the Bearer
Purchases a Jar of LE CONTE' HORMONE HAIR




Redeemable at Economy Beauty Supply 2-319 Lamar Ave.
Memphis, Tenn. 38114
Exclusive Dealerships Available in 26 States
and many Cities.
Great Discovery—Great Opportunity
Act Now. Write for Details
LE CONTE' COSMETICS















GARDEN CLUB SPONSORS TEA — T h e
Evatina Hurt Garden Club sponsored it s
first Annual Garden Tea. recently at t h e
home of Mrs. Mildred Bodges, Tea Chair-
man, 2006 Quinn Ave. Pictured amidst a
beautiful setting of assorted flowers a r e
from left to right: Mines. Mamie Peoples,
Lillian Bowles, Estelle Bland, Bernice Dil-
lard, Mildred Hodges, Magnolia Walker,
Myrtle Crawford, Rachel Dfta, Manae
SEDFRE
Stanback, and Ethel P. Griffin. (Net shown
are Mines. Saint Ivory Jeans and Eliza-
beth Saunders). Mrs. Mylie Jernagin, City
Beautiful Official showed films on A i r
Pollution of the City of Memphis. Mrs.
Saint Ivory Jeans is president of the Or-
ganizatioo and Mrs. Manae Stanback is




cation and Defense Fund for
Racial Equality) the nation's
largest civil rights training
group recently marked its first
year of aid to officials in Fay-
ette. Miss.
As the leadership-develop-
ment arm of the civil rights
movement, its program of aid
to Fayette began before Mayor
Evers was inaugurated on July
7. 1969. The first step was to
conduct an audit of the books
of the outgoing administra-
tion and draw up a budget
for the coming year. A team
of experts was recruited led
by Wilbur Parker, finance
'director of the city of Newark.
SEDFRE works with the





the city hall administrative
staff to aid them in under-
standing their job functions,
analyzing activities and setting
forth personnel. administrative
and program issues. Ronnie
M. Moore. the organization's
executive director who works
Vut of the Nev. York headquar-
ters played a crucial role in
many of these workshops.
In Fayette, SEDFRE has
also r.orked with the Plan-
ning Commission, the Board
of Elections. the Parks and
Recreation Commission, the
:County Improvement Associa-
tion, as well as others engag-
ed in credit unions, manpow-
er, adult basic education and
community development.
In the field of law enforce-
ment. SEDFRE provided the
money for Al Deal, a detective
lieutenant with the Philadelphia
(Pa.) Police Department to
take a one-year leave of ab-
sence to serve as Mayor Ever's
Director of Public Safety. Mr.
Deal has been responsible for
STOUT
'training new staff and volun-
iteers in Fayette's Police and
Fire Departments.
Ed Cole. 26, a- native of Fay-
ette and Economic Develop-
ment Coordinator and Adminis-
trative Assistant to Mayor
Evers, points with pride to the
new industry that has been at-
tracted to the Mississippi town.
These include ITT-Thom.pson
Industries, Lavender House,
and C o mmercial Chemical
Corp.
On the personal level, Mr
Cole points to his recent suc-
cess in getting the rent lower-
ed for 15 of the 22 families in
the all-black public housing
project there.
It seems some of the Hous-
ing Authority officials were
not quite complying with the
law in figuring out what these
folks should have been paying
rent," he observed.
Perhaps the accomplishment
SEDFRE's Ed Cole is most
proud of is the municipal swim-
ming pool. A gift of the menu-
- -
dountoun • union ave.
soutbland mall
fashion specialists in sizes







stripe up the banded jer-
sey tunic . . . add the
double knit flared pants
. . . both of hand wash-
able acetate and nylon
. . . self-belt if you wish
. . . brown with black/white
stripes or block with
red/whits.
MAIL. ORDERS: add The
postage plus 41/2% tax _tor
Tennessee delivery.
SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 5274434
UNION AV1. • 1092 UNION • 214-2055
WHITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 34,2-0064
Black Politics Suffer
Crashing Blow In Africa
By JUSTIN V. J. NYOKA
SALISBURY, Rhodesia —
Black politics and African na-
tionalsim have suffered a
crashing blow with the death
of Leopold Takawira, (54) one
of Rhodesia's most determined
black politicians.
We buried Leopold at Hply
Cross Mission, a Catholic cen-
ter, some 170 miles south of
Salisbury the other day. More
than a thousand poeple attend-
ed the funeral, the service of
which was conducted by a
Roman Catholic priest, and
among those who gave addres-
ses was a United Methodist
bishop — just to show how
respected Leopold was. His
life makes a chapter of its
own in the struggle for political
emancipation of the black peo-
ple of this country+.
This son of Zimbabwe — this
is what we will call Rhodesia
after leading African politi-
cians were in detention in Sains-
bury Central Prison. The pub-
lic never got to hear about his
illness until information filtered
from Harare Hospital on the
evening of his death.
His wofe Sunny received an
anonymous telephone call tel-
ling her to rush to the hospital
where her susband had arriv-




i DETAINEE DIED FROM NAT
CAUSESE (diabetes) in Harare
,Hospital. . he had been under
medical care for the last year."
However, the Zimbawe Afri-
can National Union's (Leopold
was its vice president)director
of external affairs. Herbert
Chitepo, who is based in Zam-
bia, said in a statement broad-
cast in Zambia and Tanzania,
1,Leopold had suffered death
after torture.
What is significant, though, is
facturer. Sylvan Pools, it was
located in a new city park.
But there was no way to fill it
because pipes in the area were
too small.
-So between Al Deal and
myself. we organized the Vol-
unteer Fire Department and
used their truck to fill up the
pool after we involved com-
munity people in cleaning up
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the type of man Leopold was.
When he left the University,
he served this country as a
school teacher, rising to the
position of headmaster of sever-
al big schools.
His first political activity
was with the Capricorn Africa
Society. This was an organi-
zation composed of both black
and white people, an associa-
tion which sought to promote
the cooperation 'of all racial
groups.
But in 1960 Leopold left that
organization when he realized
that the majority of whites in
the country were not sincere
in their beliefs of non-racial
cooperation.
He helped from the National
Democratic Party (NDP) which,
succeeded the African National
Congress which had been ban-
ned by the Edgar Whitehead
regime in 1959. Leopold be-
came the NDP acting president,
announcing one aim: "To crush
white supremacy.
From that Arne on, his life
was one of confrontation with
the authorities. A fearless
leader, we then started calling
him "the Bull of Chilimanzi,"
'the last word being the area
from which he was born and
is named after his grandfather,
Chief Chilimanzi.
Throughout the political life
,of the NDP, Leopold was the
; right-h a n d man of Joshua
1Nkomo, who succeeded him as
president after tte inaugural
congress of the party. He wasT
then posted to London as the
party's director of external and
international affairs — clearly
, groomed as a future foreign
!minister.
After NDP was banned and
pueceaded by the Zambians%
African People's Union (ZAK')
Leopold remained in the sable
portfolio as he had held ha Alle
former party.
Whenever at home in Rhbtle-
aia, he was often in trouble
with the law. He was once &CS-
tenced to two weeks impridoi-
ment for telling a white petit*
officer to: "Shut up, I amid-
dressing a meeting, this is,ppt
a concert."
His most publicized briisii
with the law was in August
1963 when he was being ,ired
for trespassing at the small
Midland town of
some 200 miles southeast.Nif
Salisbury. He told the Magis-
trate: "You are beaded. You
are biased. Mr. Duffield, why
not admit that you are fighting
the white man's battle."
On another occasion he told a
meeting: "I am dedicated' %)
the salvation of this cottnITY,
and we are going to confront
the white man with his inal
ways." ,
In a most prophetic voice,
he once told a gatOr.i118:
"Little do white people rokikie
that an imprisoned (African)
nationalist or even a dead na-
tionalist is more dangerous
than a nationalist abrodad."
These are just a few of the
public utterances made by
Leopold which I gleaned from
newspaper clippings. The man
was much more than I could
write in a column of this nl-
ture. But we can only wish to
emulate his example in the de-
termination for political free-
dom. I personally bow in
respect.
'FUND RAISING
SPECIAL FUND RAISING PLAN






P.O. Box 1.7594 Memphis, Tn. 38111
by Joe Black
Is it possible that human beings are slowly
losing their instinct for survival and self preser-
vation? Is it conceivable that young men and
women are losing, or have already lost their ca-
pacity to reason, even when their lives and the
lives of their children-to-be are concerned? It
certainly seems that way as they continue to
smoke, ingest and inject themselves with every,
kind of drug they can get their hands on.
How desperate, how ignorant, how lacking
in basic animal intelligence and self control
must people be, to take drugs they know have
already destroyed the minds and bodies of thou-
sands of users. Most explanations I've heard
suggest that many of our young people start tak-
ing drugs to be "in"...to be -with it"...to be
"part of the scene." They defy the warnings of
medical men. They laugh and label as "estab-
lishment" or "squares" anyone who points out
even the most obvious dangers. I have little to
add to what has already been said by some of
the foremost medical researchers throughout
the world. But I do have one thought that L
believe is worth mentioning. It's this:
alb
One day, a year, five, ten or twenty yearc
from now, if you're lucky enough to make it;.:
you'll marry, settle down and have children
You'll look like any normal man or woman. BuC
it's entirely possible that your genes, those *Z.
ments of germ plasm that transmit hereditary-
characters, will have already been affected 13*.t
drugs taken years before. Medical science is ifoC
sure what effect some drugs now being take=
will have on generations to come. What wilt








CALL: Mr. Herman Mitchell
NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME!
• HOME BUYING • NEW JOBS
• HOME SELLING • NEW CARS
• RUMMAGE SALES
• HOME IMPROVEMENTS









By Carlotta Watson, Counselor
Musing: "Study yourself, and most of all, notewell wherein kind nature meant for you to excel
eel ." Longfellow
near Carlotta: I have been going with a fellow for
two years. He has asked me to marry him several
times. I just don't feel that my love is strong enough
for him. But because he is financially secure, my
parents are not only encouraging him, but urging an
early marriage. I feel that my parents are all wrong.
They say that because of his security, my love will
grow for him. What do you think?
Cam.
PIS. I don't want to marry a man I don't love.
near Cam:. I agree with you. Married life is some-
thing to be lived with day by day. We need all the
kore and other good qualities to tide us over the
rough spots, as it were. The main quality to ease
the bumbs is the fact that we love the man. This
will intomatically help us to solve the problems that
we must surely encounter ... in spite of the financial
security may create unseen problems. Stick to your
guns, marry a man you love.
Dear Carlotta: Please excuse this long letter, but I
am in trouble. My husband and I have been married
five years. It was really my parent's choice. But I
aid like him and thought I would grow to love him.
But we quarrel all the time. Should I give this man
Mit freedom or keep on pretending? Should I tell my
liifaband the truth ... that I don't love him?
Worried
Dear Worried: I suspect your husband has already
suspected the truth. It is unfortunate that this has
been going on for so long. I am also sorry that your
parents did not allow you to make your own decision.
IF you continue to find it impossible to solve your
loveless marriage, go to your minister and ask him
to help you. But even if you get a divorce, and marry
a man you love, there will be times when there will




By WILLIAM 0. TOME
I ATLANTA — (UPI) — The
mood of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference ( SCLC)
has taken on a militancy far
different from the early days
of civil disobedience under the
late Dr. Martin Luther King
1 Jr.
It has become "Soul Power"
in a bright African-styled shirt.
It is a demand for black identi-
ty along with equality with the
white man.
The difference was forcefully
evident at the final night ses-
sion of the SCLC's 13th annual
convention Thursday.
Outside air-condition-
ed Mount Moriah church — a
far cry from the steamy in-
teriors of clapboard buildings
in the Mississippi delta or
small sagging structures in
the Alabama black belt — a
young man spray-painted in
black on the pavement, "Sanc-
tuary, Thou Shalt Not Kill."
Inside were many of those
who had marched with the civil
rights leader who founded the
SCLC in his campaign for equal
rights for blacks across the
South. They were the middle-
aged, the elderly, for the most
part.
But there were also many of
the new breed — young, clad
in bright, loose-fitting shirts,
displaying afro hairdos and a
bearing unlike that of their
elders.
"What time is it?" shouted
the Rev. Jesse Jackson. one of
the young, forceful leaders in
the SCLC "Nation time," shout-
ed the audience of some 600,
an apparent reference to a
Black Nation.
A candidate for the Fulton
(Atlanta) county commission,
Billy McKinney, said he wits
Southern Bell Calls For
Honesty In DDD System
- •
'he Direct Distance Dial
(nom system of placing
lqng distance calls affords
dishonest persons the oppor-
tunity of giving another per-
son's telephvie number when
the operator asks for the call-
ing number.
"Don't give in to this temp-
tation," advises South Central
Bell District Manager, Ed
Eslick, "unless you're pre-
pared to face up to one year
in jail and a fine of up to
$1,000. That's the penalty set
The Tennessee General As-
sembly dealt with another
growing problem, credit card
fraud, in its 1969 session when
it passed a law imposing pen-
alties of from one to five
years in prison for persons who
fraudulently use or intend
to use credit cards or credit
card numbers without the
owner's consent. The law also
includes the fraudulent use of
telephone credit cards and
credit card numbers.
In another Tennessee case,
a man was fined $250 and
court Costs for placing one
long distance call and charg-
ing the call to a ficticious
credit card number.
"South Central Bell is vitally
interested in protecting its
customers and services from
toll fraud abuse," Mr. Eslick,
said, adding, "we intend to
take whatever steps necessary
to put an end to these annoy-
ing and illegal practices."
by Section 39-1949 of the Ten-
nessee Code for obtaining Mag' Blastedor attempting to obtain tele-i
means with the intent to avoid
running for office because the
"power" was in the commis-
sion. He said he had learned in
21 years as a city policeman
that white patrolmen protected
whites and, "we should protect
our own "
The Rev. Ralph D. Aberna-
thy, president of the SCLC,
demanded the United States be
put on "trial" for alleged
crimes against blacks.
The United States, Abernathy
said, is a "criminal which has
committed many crimes for al-
most 200 years."
Abernathy charged the Ne-
gro had been lied to, defraud.
ed, robbed and murdered dur-
ing the generations he had
been in this country.
"How do you find the accus-
ed?" He asked the audience in
mock grand jury proceedings.
"Guilty," came the shout.
"During the early months of
1971, the trial will take place
in Washington, D. C. I will see





King's successor as president
of the SCLC, the Rev. Andrew Dr. King, a Baptist minister
J. Young and the Bev. Walter and Nobel Peace Prize winner.E. Fauntroy. All said they were was the head of the Southern
present during a 1964 meeting Christain Leadership Conver-1 
jai/ and assessed court costs printing "gossip and innuendo" Washington between King ence. a major group advocating
of ..$59.35 for placing 14 calls about King's alleged extra- 
and FBI Director J. Edgar better civil rights for Negroes,
totaling almost $80 from Nlem- Hoover.marital sex life. , and architect of nonviolence in
phis to St. Louis. The calls "Time Magazine discredits.' Time claims it was at this the drive for right for his peo-
were illegally charged to an- itself in seeking to throw mudImeeting that Hoover confront- I. ple. He was also head of the
other subscriber's number.
'
on a man adored and loved bed King with wiretap tape!Poor Peoples C a m p a i g n,
millions, black and white,', said•recordings which purportedly lwhich attempted to unite the
a prepared statement issued revealed "extensive and vigor-'1white and Spanish-surnamed
through the offices of the South- ous sexual activities" on the poor with blacks in a fight for
ern Christian Leadership Con- Part of King. The Magazine ar- , a! better deal for common peo-
ference (SCLC). iticle said after this meeting, pie.
. "It discredits itself in stoop- I,the civil rights leader toned Time said that at the 1964.
ling to sensationalism througbidown his criticism of the 'FBI meeting "Hoover explained to
fiction and irrespoosibilty. and as a result, lost prestige .King just what damaging pri-',
4e suggest that Time rere'ad!among Negroes. vate detail he had on the (wire-
its own story on Dr. King's im- The SCLC statement said it tap) tapes and lecured him
mortal contribution published + N . 'blatantly untrue that Dr. that his morals should be those
when he was named Time's King slowed down his activities befitting a Nobel Peace Prize
Man of the Year (1964). because he felt threatened. winner."
"We further suggest to the History is the witness here." Hoover is reported to have
Time e'ditors that before they They recounted subsequent also suggested that Dr. King
triumphs in the field of civil should tone down his ciritcism
rights after 1962, including a of the FBI. King took the ad-
Selma Ala., march, and his vice. His decline in black es-
efforts resulting in civil rights teem followed, the magazine
legislation in 1965 as evidence. article stated.
----- ---- -
hone service by fraudulent
payment.
Mr. Eslick cites the case of!
a Memphis man who last yearl





Negroes and Indians just
after rhe Civil War, to








widow and three former top
aides of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., have accused the
editors of Time Magazine of
print gossip and innuendo, they
might check with those pres-
ent for the facts."
The statement was signed by
the Rev.' Ralph D. Abernathy,
NEW YORK — Did Ameri-
ca's "top secret police" outfit,
the FBI, threaten to expose the
late Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.'s extra-m arital episodes
which the FBI allegedly taped
and documented while wire-tap
ping the life of the late Dr.
King as a "matter of internal
becuirty?
Time magazien cnarges that
Dr. King toned down his criti-
cism of the FBI after Director
J. Edgar Hoover confronted
'him with wiretap transcriptions
revealing the alleged extra-
marital activities.
Mrs. Coretta King, the late
black leader's widow, denied
that Dr. King soft-pedaled his
criticism of the FBI after the
1964 meeing.
Time in said the
FBI's Hoover lectured him
that his morals should be those
befitting a Nobel prize winner.
In Time magazine's afteY-
death oblique attack on Dr.
King's morals, published last
week but not revealed during
his lefetime, the magazine said
the meeting between Dr. King
and the FBI's J. Edgar Hoover
took place in 1964 about four
years before Dr. King was as-
sassinated in Memphis, Tenn.










Room Air Conditioners 5,000 to 29,000 BTU
GIBSON
Air-Conditions Freezers
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LOS ANGELES -- Memphi-
an, can look forard to an ex-
citing night of football When
the world champion Kansas Ci-
ty Chiefs collide with the Cleve-
land Brawns tonight (Saturday)
is Memorial Stadium. T h e
Drowns. pro football's most
successful team. dropped their
opening game as the Rams of
Coach George Allen had to
come from behind to beat
Cleveland, 30-17, before 71,559
in the 25th L. A. Times Chari-
ty Game in the Coliseum. It
was the fifth time since Allen
------ moved from the Chicago Bears
PET FOR SALE
•rrns n Shepherd Female 4 nior t hs that the Rams have been vie-
s. stomp 391-0631 after 5:30 Friday. torious in this lid-lifter for the
- - •
mix svasveo exhibition season.
SECRETARY




-0 Initiativ  Good and em-
'Wee benerds Call Mr. Hunter.
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Vi,ILNNING TRADITION
The Browns rebounded froml
the licking by the Rams tos
hand the San Francisco 49'ers
a 17-10 setback last Saturday
night in Tampa, Florida. Un-
able to make an early lead
tend up against the Hams
when the 'victors' front f o u
forced a safety and followed it
up with a touchdown inside of
one •minute of the intermissioni
stop, Southern University's Al-I
HORIZON
vin Haymon set up the score
with his fine runback of D o n
Cockroft's punt. The Rams went
ahead 16-14 and didn't look
back as the bull like charges of
Deacon Jones and .1 a ckson
State's Coy Bacon kept three
Cleveland signal callers on
their backs the rest of the eve-
ning. Mike Phipps, the highly
touted Purdue quarterback, will
never forget his first outing as
a pro'. Phipps was rushed so
badly that on third down on his
first play series the line to gain
was 48 yards from the line of
scrimmage.
Despite the Rams controlling
the game in the second half
Coach Blanton Collier watched
several Browns perform which
may enable the Eastern Co n-
ference kingpins to repeat. Le-
Roy Kelly tore through the
Rams defense for an early TD
while Fair Hooker. second year
man from Arizona State. snag-
ged several passes as he per-
formed before ,his hometown
crowd. Last week it was a 10
yard Bill Nelson to Hooker aeri-
al which beat the 49'ers. With
the addition of 6-3 fleet Homer
-
PRODUCT OF 11 S.A.100c- KUM SPRITS DISTILLED ROM MIN. tifflf. ars PT CIA CO., Ill.. Mit VI
116
YILLIANI E. TRUEHEART, ASSISTANT TO THE PRES:DENT OF 
A NEW ENGLAND UNIVERSITY:
"I like the academic life. The large amount of daily
iecision-making challenges me.. .and I devote myself
studiously to it.Why not?! figure any job worth doing
is worth doing well. That's why my gin is Gordon's.
They've done their job well for over 200 years!"
GORDON'S GIN, CREATED IN LONDON, ENGLAND IN
IT'S THE BIGGEST SELLER iN ENGLAND. AVER ICA. THE WORLD.
Gordon's. It's how the English keep their gin up!
Jones the Browns could be
more dangerous in the passing
department than last year when
Paul Warfield was giving ene-
my defenders the blues.
For many years, the Cleve-
land Browns have been one of
the most successful teams in
football with a philosophy that
differs strikingly from that of
the Chiefs who surprised t h e
football world with the easy
manner in vihich they handled
the Minnesota Vikings in the,
Super Bowl,
The Browns *count on rookies.
The Chiefs believe in veterans.
And these are the two view-
points that will be tested at
8:00 p.m. when Len Dawson on
the third night of the new sea-
son, meets Bill Nelson a n d
Mike Phipps.
Coach Hank Stram has con-
verted the Chiefs into a winner
after those early years in Dal-
las before owner Lamar Hunt
switched to Kansas City. Daw-
son and Stram are hopeful that
veteran Mike Garrett, Robert
Holmes and Warren McVea
have recovered from minor
injuries. MeVea is no stranger
to Memphians. The little scat-
back was a flanker for Houston
when the Cougars appeared
here against Ole Miss in 1967.
The Chiefs have several
players from predominantly
black schools of the Southwest-
ern Athletic Conference. T h e
front four is led by Grambling's
huge Buck Buchanan and t h e at least one regular season
middle linebacker is Willi el
Lanier of Morgan State.
SPORTS BRIEFS
The Los Angeles Urban
League is hoping that at least
80.000 turn out for the second
Freedom Classic in the Colise-
um between AlcOrn AM&N and
Tennessee State September 11.
Memphian Marino Casem led
Alcorn to a win over Grambling
last year here.
LEAN ON ROOKIES
Coath Collier has kept the
Browns winning in all the sea-
sons since he replac,-d P a u 1
Brown with a dramatically dif-
ferent policy based on delibe-
rately kicking all veterans off
,the squad unless in their first
two or three years they give
promise of maturing into su-
perstars, or at least stars.
On the Cleveland team they
never quit looking for super-
stars. Last year, for instance,
the Browns fired 13 fairly good
veterans in order to keep 13
rookie players — and they did
this strictly on percentages
hoping that one or two of the
neophytes would become n o t
merely helpful to Cleveland
football but essentiil. in term ••
of winning. The Browns pre,
book list 14 members of the
coaching staff who are respon-
sible for perpetuating the win-
ning tradition in Cleveland.
A total of 280 athletes have
worn the Cleveland uniform in
LUCKIEST MAN in the WORLD ???
"Everything he touches turns to Gold" Ei
Have you ever heara this quotation? Of
course; we all have. Well this is what they say in
about Brother Fred Wilson of Los Angeles,
Calif., ordained Dr. of Divinity; the best
spiritual in the country today. Don't gamble
on anything including numbers, cards, dice,
bingo, Dogs, Horses, until you talk to him and
find out about the "Mule" and the Tobey. He
makes the best "Hand-s" in the world. Call lit
for FREE advice 24 hours a day Advice




• LEARN TO DRIVE••• it ieu Have Any Trouble What so ever
• 
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SAVE up to $40.00 on the most famous air conditioner in the world!*
18,000 BTU's
only $28495 C'peratts en both
Save Big on Fedders, the biggest name in air con-
' ditioning. Fedders celebrates its 75th birthday with
four commemorative air conditioners. You cele-
brate with precious dollars saved when you buy one
of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners now!
-or Q:;iet Sound Barrier design
ic Handsome front panel,
concealed controls
ir Hi (forsuper fast cooling)
and La cool




ir Reserve Cooling power!'







cools an entire floor of most homes where
adequate circulation exists.
I saveLl.0 I saveJU save




FEDDERS, World's Largest Selling Air Conditioners
• III A-nond Jubdee models compared to comparable capecay standard Fedders models
APPLIANCE CO.
GATLIN R  G KINKLI L. I. GATLIN JR.
SINCE 1945 5 LOCATIONS
• 3431 SUMMER  324-4406
• 5237 POPLAR  6/2-1661
• 3111 THOMAS (HWY. 51 NORTH% • 351-4585
• 2574 LAMAR . 743-5370
• 4253 HWY. Si SOUTH . 396-0995
















E-Z Storage & Van Co.













690 North 6th Street $11,930
II rooms. 4 baths. Fr No Down
Payment
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS OR
UTTLITY CHECK
689-91 Bethel (Duplex) $10,950
10 rooms, 2 baths, FR,'IVIS $250
Down
3 West Biscatme $12,930
6 rooms, 1 bath, A sb.$230 Down
1752 Carlyle $1 7.930
6 rooms. 2 baths, B$'/FR. 8450
Down
369-71 Charter 8,950
7 rooms. 2 baths, Ash ,VA Down
Payment
25 YEAR LOAN-VA TO MAKE
NO-REPAIRS OR UTILITY CHECK
649 King Road $ 4.850
4 rooms.. I bath, FRIW1S
No Down Payment
25 YEAR LOAN- VA TO MAKE
NO REPAIRS OR UTILITY CHECK
4606 Percy Road $10.950
5 rooms. I bath. I3V $250 Doter,
3384 Rochester $10,230
4 rooms. I bath, Alb Shg1$250
Down-
2296 Valentine .$10,950
8 MOMS. 2 baths, Frame $450
Doses





44 Ford XL hdts.  
62 Cad. Sod. DsVire
Leaded 
64 Turd, air, power
St Roadrunner, 4-speed ...$111*0
la65 ta rd Nt., mre., air $750
'if Ford Cobra Jot,
rit• nee $140
'OS Mustang 1/4„ 4-speed —MO
game. Only about one out of
five (22.8%) has survived to
win five-year status in the
NFL pension program.
The Browns, in effect are a
perpetual tryout camp, and
they have relied almost exclu-
sively on the draft for their fod-
der. It was not out of charac-
ter for them to have traded an
All-Pro veteran (Warfield) for
a No. 1 draftee (Phipps, the
Purdue passer). One rookie
hoping to cash in with t h e
Browns is Joe Jones, 6-6, 246
pound defensive end, from Ten-
nessee State.
This columnist will be seeing
the Browns in person for t h e
third time, earlier in L. A. and
against the Philadelphia Ea-
gles in the Hall of Fame Game
at Canton, Ohio in 1967. On
the two previous occasions the
BANK REPOS
U WORK U RIDE
ff QUALIFIED
'67 Chev., auto., swam
67 Fl. SOO GTA, aotwo,t. 11129







fabled Browns have tasted de- Dodgers here and long tide
feat. Should the Chiefs emerg-
ed victorious I could apply for
a patent to sell to those teams
who have found Cleveland a
consistent winner.
writer and author A. S. "Doe"
Young pointed out that this is
a good sign that the Say Hey
flash is ready and rested. Jt
was Mays' two run shot which
MAYS NOT SURE. landed in the seats well above
The amazing Willie Mays the 380-foot mark that droVe
punped about eight pitches over loser Sutton to the showers and
the walls before the final gameihelped propel the San Fran-
of a two game set with tbekisco Giants to a 11-4 win .
Get the Best
Used Cars From the
Get Mc•re Dealer!
O 1925 UNION AVE.
ISKER 275-11483250 SUMMER324-4444 }
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE





HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked in Memphis by Memptilons
 rushed rushed dolly to your big
max.mum freshness OIONNIVW: 1. 4





















































1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 336
1 SUMMER
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A M to 1 P I
